2007 ford super duty

High payload and towing capacities and a wide variety of configurations and special-edition
models help make the aging Ford F Super Duty a viable option for those who need a hard-core
pickup civilized enough for everyday use. Although most consumers will find that a regular
half-ton pickup truck like the F meets their day-to-day requirements, those with bigger towing
and hauling tasks may need something more substantial. The next step up the ladder is a
three-quarter-ton pickup truck, and Ford's entry in this class is the F Super Duty. Square-jawed,
big-rig styling distinguishes the F from its half-ton sibling on the outside, but the most
important differences are underneath where a stouter frame and larger engines give it the
strength to carry heavier payloads and pull heavier trailers. Three-quarter-ton buyers have
plenty of options to consider when equipping their trucks. Regular cabs have an 8-foot-long
bed, while SuperCabs and crew cabs can have the 8-footer or an easier-to-manage 6. Engine
options include a 5. It's the best choice for buyers with serious towing requirements and is the
most popular engine in the F lineup. Although the truck received a mild refresh for , the Ford F
is one of the older designs in the three-quarter-ton pickup class. Compared to the offerings
from GM and Dodge, the Ford's interior looks and feels dated, with mediocre seat comfort and
minimal storage. And, although smooth, the Power Stroke diesel V8 does not perform as well as
competing diesels when pulling heavy loads. That said, the Super Duty pickup's refined ride,
handling and braking characteristics should still be appealing to buyers who don't need the
strongest or newest three-quarter-ton truck on the market. Bear in mind, though, that a fully
redesigned F Super Duty is set to arrive next year as a model. SuperCab models have small
rear-opening doors, while the Crew Cab has four full-size swing-out doors. SuperCabs and Crew
Cabs are available with a short or long bed; regular cabs are long-bed only. High-line Lariats
come with features like leather upholstery, a power driver seat and dual-zone automatic climate
control. Numerous options and packages are available for the Ford F In addition to the
packages mentioned earlier, there are the Harley-Davidson and King Ranch Packages, which
provide ritzy leather interiors, while off-roaders can pick up an electronic transfer case,
heavy-duty shocks and skid plates in the FX4 Off-Road Package. Buyers interested in towing
should get the Tow Command system option, which provides an integrated controller that
synchs up the brakes on the trailer with those on the truck. The F is available with two- or
four-wheel drive and three different engines. The base engine is a 5. An optional 6. The best
choice for those who do serious towing and hauling, though, is the 6. A six-speed manual
transmission is standard with all of these engines and a five-speed automatic is optional.
Properly equipped, an F can tow up to 12, pounds. Four-wheel antilock disc brakes are
standard; side airbags are not available. Automatic transmission-equipped XLT and Lariat
models can be equipped with power-adjustable pedals. Rear parking sensors are optional on
XLT and Lariat crew cabs. The F Super Duty is actually quite civil on the highway, as it soaks up
heavy ruts and bumps with ease while providing a quiet ride. Although the truck feels big from
behind the wheel and has a large turning radius, handling is generally surefooted and the
brakes perform well during panic stops. Acceleration is smooth and linear with the Power
Stroke diesel V8, while the five-speed automatic transmission upshifts cleanly and holds gears
when necessary, such as when there's a trailer hitched to the back. Inside, the Ford F pickup
truck is beginning to show its age. It's plenty roomy up front, but the seats aren't very
comfortable even with the King Ranch treatment and there isn't enough storage space. Crew
cabs offer ample room for two or three passengers in back, and when you fold the rear seats up
to make way for cargo, a utility tray flips out from underneath to keep the load floor flat. Doing
so could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven
dealership sales and service reviews to help you make informed decisions about what cars to
buy and where to buy them. Simply research the type of used car you're interested in and then
select a prew-owned vehicle from our massive database to find cheap used cars for sale near
you. Once you have identified a used or CPO vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck
vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for the Used
Ford F Super Duty SuperCab. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll
probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true,
provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the
car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a
month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three
years or so. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. For Sale Review Features Save.
View Photos. Appraise this car. Noisy drivetrains, wide turning radius, dated interior, Power
Stroke diesel isn't as strong as competitors' diesels in towing situations. Other years. List Price
Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Find savings on the F Super Duty for sale near you. See
Pricing. Sign up for price drop alerts. Be the first to know when prices drop near Edmunds'
Expert Review. Vehicle overview. There are a variety of minor options and drivetrain changes on

the Ford F Super Duty pickup. SuperCabs are eligible for the Lariat Highline Package, which
adds chrome details and black leather seating. Crew Cabs can be fitted with the Lariat Outlaw
Package, which offers a black-with-red-accents color scheme inside and out. A power
equipment group is now available on base XL models, as is a cloth front bench seat. Fs
equipped with the base 5. Read more. Write a review See all 12 reviews. This is the new 6 liter
diesel with automatic transmission. I have owned many new Fords but we may have to get this
one painted yellow. Read less. I had the 5. The truck had plenty of power. I used it to tow a 23
foot camper. It barely fit into my garage. It rode well on the highway and you could't mess up
the outside. The interior was pretty plain but held up pretty well. It was my family truck but the
person before me used it as a work truck only. Sucked fuel. There was a carbon canister that
filtered the fumes from the gas tank that clogged. It was a couple hundred dollar fix. So I just
disconnected it myself. I purchased this truck as an 07 leftover and got a great deal that was
hard to pass up. I absolutely love it. It's a rugged yet stylish truck with the chrome package.
Perfect to tow 34ft camper, boats and snow-removal. Pure power is all it has to offer it will jolt
you back into your seat if you hammer it of the line, its like a jet. Write a review. People who
viewed this also viewed 4 average Rating out of 7 reviews. Sponsored cars related to the F
Super Duty. Sign Up. Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe.
Amazing experience! Abe was helpful from the time I first reached out until the completion of
the sale. Things are quite crazy with the pandemic going on, but he was extremely helpful and
we are extremely happy with our purchase! No pressure. Overall very pleased with truck and
dealership. Rating should be 4. I highly recommend dealership. Didn't respond to my initial
message but did respond to my follow-up about financing. Not the answer I wanted to hear, but
they were fast that second time. Excellent staff and extremely helpful. I would highly
recommend this dealership if you are looking for a used vehicle. Great experience! Super fast
and friendly. Great price would recommend to a friend. Thank you SV Auto! I bought the truck.
Enjoyed doing business with George and Julia who know their stuff about selling cars. I
appreciated that they are a young family that has moved to our area for the good quality of
family life that Folsom affords. Welcome and good luck with your business! I flew to Texas and
drove the car back to Illinois the car drives like a dream It was like as if I put the 1st miles on it it
brought me home with no problems whatsoever the dealership was wonderful Lucy is so
awesome thank you so much you guys. Brian was extremely helpful. He let us test drive a
couple of small SUVs were we interested in and even suggested another model we weren't
considering. Great customer service, speedy process in and out with my vehicle in 45 minutes.
Highly recommended.! Excellent communications. The Ford F Super Duty pickup is one of the
most eagerly-awaited vehicles Ford's announced in recent years. And unfortunately, because of
ongoing conflicts with diesel V8 vendor International Truck, those of you who want an '07 F
Super Duty may have to wait a while, no matter how eager you are. The rugged '07 Ford F Super
Duty has a sturdier frame and stiffer suspension than most people ever need in the suburbs. If
you're doing serious hauling, though, you'll appreciate the Super Duty's impressive payload
capacity: the Ford F Super Duty can carry up to 3, pounds and tow up to 12, Of course, you'll
need a tough engine to get that kind of power. Buyers have a choice of three: a 5. More than half
of the backlogged pre-orders for the F Super Duty are for the diesel engine; if you want the
gasoline mill, you may not have to wait q
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uite as long. In addition, there are a range of options packages including Harley-Davidson,
Outlaw, and Highline. We'll help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles available
nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each
one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new
cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely
on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by
price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal
ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or
available financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi
50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Authorized Ford Dealer.
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